Release Notes - January - 2 2017




Feature
o Localized Attributes and Searchability for CMS Pages
Improvements
o Acceptance Tests for Travis
Bugfixes
o MailDependencyProvider Fix
o Editing User
o Propel Wildcard Replacement
o Hardcoded URLs in ProductManagement
o Required Fields for Customer Address

Feature

Localized Attributes and Searchability for CMS Pages

We have extended our CMS page solution to also include localized attributes such as name and HTML meta header
information. In addition to that now a CMS page can be marked as searchable.
Affected Bundles
Major

- Cms 3.0.0

Documentation

Minor
n/a

You can find up-to-date documentation for CMS bundle here: CMS.
Migration Guides

Patch
n/a

To upgrade, follow the steps described below:


Apply every minor and patch:

composer update "spryker/*"


Once that is done, upgrade to the new CMS major and its dependencies:

composer require spryker/cms:"^3.0.0"

You can find detailed migration guides here: CMS - estimated time for migration is 10 minutes.

Improvements

Acceptance Tests for Travis

We provide an infrastructure where you can run acceptance tests on Travis. This allows to run tests isolated from development
environment. Tests run in devtest using separate database, Redis and Elasticsearch. Each test restores its state. Current
implementation uses demo data as snapshot for all tests. We also support PHP 7.1 now for this environment. Please use the
latest DevVM as this includes multiple domains and environments.
Major

Minor

n/a

- Application 2.7.0
- Search 5.3.0

Bugfixes

Patch

- Availability 3.0.3
- Library 2.6.1
- Oms 5.0.2
- Testify 2.3.2

MailDependencyProvider Fix

MailDependencyProvider tried to add same extension more than once, which led to a bug in acceptance tests. We added a

check which verifies whether or not the extension has been added already.

Affected Bundles
Major

Minor

n/a

Patch

n/a

Editing User

- Mail 3.0.1

Editing a user in Users Control was leading to an exception. This is fixed now.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Propel Wildcard Replacement

Minor
n/a

Patch

- User 2.0.6

Previously the generated code applied wildcard replacement only for LIKE. With this release we deliver a fix to also apply the
replacement for ILIKE.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Minor
n/a

Hardcoded URLs in ProductManagement

Patch

- Propel 2.3.8

In ProductManagement bundle we had hardcoded URLs which is removed. Now the request is sent to the domain configured
by the project.
Affected Bundles

Major
n/a

Minor

Patch

n/a

Required Fields for Customer Address

- ProductManagement 0.1.2

The customer address form had missing constraints for required input. This is fixed now.
Affected Bundles
Major
n/a

Minor
n/a

Patch

- Customer 3.0.2

